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We report on the magnetic field �H�, hydrostatic pressure �P�, and doping dependence of the order of the
ferromagnetic �FM� to paramagnetic �PM� phase transition in Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 single crystal. It has been
shown that �Hcr�4 T, Tcr�160 K� is a critical point below which FM to PM phase transition is first order
in nature accompanied by a sharp drop in resistivity and magnetization with thermal hysteresis. Below the
critical point, these parameters also show field-induced metamagnetic transition along with hysteresis between
the increasing and decreasing fields. All these signatures of first-order FM transition disappear above the
critical point and the transition becomes a crossover. The effect of P on the nature of FM-PM transition is quite
similar to that of H and the corresponding critical point, where the character of FM transition that changes from
first to second order is �Pcr�2.5 GPa, Tcr�160 K�. We have also determined the location of critical point
expressed in terms of Nd concentration �y� of �Sm1−yNdy�0.52Sr0.48MnO3 and found that the transition changes
to second order at �ycr�0.4, Tcr�175 K�. The change in the character of FM transition with the application
of external �H and P� and internal �Nd concentration� perturbations has been explained within the framework
of the formation of polarons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Perovskite-type manganites R1−xAxMnO3 �R: rare-earth
ions; A: alkaline earth ions� exhibit various fundamental phe-
nomena of current interest including colossal magnetoresis-
tance, charge and orbital ordering, phase separation, metal-
insulator transition �MIT�, and first-order ferromagnetic
�FM� to paramagnetic �PM� phase transition in particular.1–4

Most of them are collective phenomena arising from the
strong interplay among spin, charge, orbital, and lattice de-
grees of freedom. The effect of these competitive interactions
becomes much stronger when the bandwidth of the system is
small. Several studies on narrowband manganites have re-
vealed that the first-order nature of phase transition can be
preserved in presence of quenched disorder that arises
mainly due to the size mismatch between R and A ions.1–7

Thus, one can introduce a large local disorder in the system
by selecting the rare-earth element of smaller ionic radius
and the alkaline earth element of larger ionic radius. As the
ionic radius of Sm and Sr differs significantly, the value of
quenched disorder, identified as the A-site size variance �2

= �rA
2�− �rA�2 �Ref. 8� is quite large in Sm1−xSrxMnO3 ��2

�10−2 Å2 for x=0.48�. For such a system with large
quenched disorder, the formation energy for lattice polarons
is considerably lowered, and when these polarons form in the
FM phase the ferromagnetism is truncated, rendering the
transition first order.5,9 As the transition temperature is in-
creased either by applying external magnetic field or pressure
or by doping, the tendency for polaron formation decreases
and the magnetic transition becomes second order in nature
or it becomes a crossover.9

In this paper, we have studied the nature of FM to PM
phase transition in Sm1−xSrxMnO3 with x=0.48. The reason
why we have chosen x=0.48 is that close to half doping
�x=0.5�, FM metal to an antiferromagnetic or charge order-
ing insulator transition occurs, and when the system is close
to MIT, even a weak perturbation such as magnetic field �H�,
pressure �P�, irradiation, and substitution may change the
physical properties dramatically or induce a phase
transition.4,10–14 We demonstrate that with the variation in
both external �H and P� and internal �y: Nd concentration in
�Sm1−yNdy�0.52Sr0.48MnO3� parameters Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 ex-
hibits a rich magnetic phase diagram. Indeed, our analysis
reveals that there exist three critical endpoints at which first-
order FM transition truncates.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The single crystals of �Sm1−yNdy�0.52Sr0.48MnO3 with y
=0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 have been prepared by floating
zone technique. The starting materials, Sm2O3, Nd2O3,
SrCO3, and Mn3O4 were mixed in appropriate ratios, heated
in air at �1350 K for 20 h and then pulverized. This proce-
dure was repeated for several times. The resultant powder
was formed to cylindrical shape with use of hydrostatic pres-
sure to make a feed rod and then annealed. The apparatus
used for crystal growth was the floating zone furnace
equipped with two halogen incandescent lamps and hemiel-
liptic focusing mirrors. The feed and seed rods were rotated
in opposite directions at 25 rpm. The molten zone was ver-
tically scanned at a rate of 8–10 mm/h in oxygen atmo-
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sphere. The quality of the crystal was carefully checked by
various techniques such as x-ray powder diffraction, Laue
diffraction, electron dispersive x-ray analysis, and scanning
electron microscope. The magnetization �M� measurements
were done in a superconducting quantum interference device
magnetometer �magnetic property measurement system
�MPMS�, Quantum Design� in fields up to 7 T and in a
vibrating sample magnetometer �Oxford Instruments� up to
11.5 T using five-scan averaging. For M�H�, the data were
collected at 1 to 4 K interval after stabilizing the temperature
for about 45 min. Resistivity measurements were performed
by a conventional four-probe technique over a wide range of
temperature �T=5–300 K� for different applied magnetic
fields �H=0–11.5 T� and hydrostatic pressures �P
=0–2 GPa�. Resistivity under pressure was measured by us-
ing a self-clamp-type hybrid hydrostatic pressure cell, and
the pressure was monitored using a manganin resistance de-
vice. The thermoelectric power has been measured using a
differential technique where a small temperature gradient is
created across the sample and the voltage developed between
the hot and cold ends of the thermocouple formed by the
sample and Cu wires is measured using a nanovoltmeter. In
the vicinity of FM-PM transition, the temperature difference
between the two ends of the sample was kept small. The
temperature difference across the sample was measured us-
ing a chromel-alumel thermocouple. The sample temperature
was controlled with a Si-diode sensor and a manganin
heater.15 All the measurements were performed with a slow
sweep rate of temperature and magnetic field.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1�a� shows the temperature dependence of resistiv-
ity ��� of Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 single crystal for different ap-
plied magnetic fields. For H=0, � increases exponentially
upon cooling from high temperature and then it suddenly
drops as much as 3 orders of magnitude at the MIT along
with thermal hysteresis. With increasing field, resistivity sub-
stantially decreases, MIT shifts toward the higher tempera-
ture, and the width of the hysteresis narrows down progres-
sively. As MIT in manganites is accompanied by FM-PM
phase transition, we have also investigated the temperature
dependence of magnetization for different H �Fig. 1�b��. The
FM transition is notably sharp at low fields and the sharpness
decreases at high fields. The application of magnetic field
increases the FM transition temperature �TC� at the rate of
11.3 K/T up to a field of �4 T; after that TC increases at a
slower rate. Similar to �, M also shows strong hysteresis
which diminishes with increasing H. Additionally, we have
measured the temperature dependence of thermopower �Q�
for different H �Fig. 1�c��. It is clear that Q�T� below TC
mimics the T dependence of M. At H=0, Q increases sharply
just below TC and the sharpness decreases at high fields as in
the case of magnetization. The sharp change in �, M, and Q
at TC and the presence of thermal hysteresis indicate that the
FM transition is first order in nature in the low-field regime,
which gets weakened at high fields, as clearly reflected by
the suppression of the discontinuity in resistivity, magnetiza-
tion, and thermopower at the transition and reduction in the
hysteresis width.16

For the quantitative analysis, we have calculated the tem-
perature coefficient of magnetization �dM /dT� and resistivity
�d� /dT� in the vicinity of FM to PM transition for different
H. The temperature dependence of dM /dT and d� /dT curves
show a peak at TC. The peak width at half maximum of
dM /dT��MT� and d� /dT���T� are plotted as a function of H
in Fig. 2�a�. Both �MT−H and ��T−H curves consist of two
straight-line segments that intersect approximately at H
=4 T. For H�4 T, �MT and ��T are almost independent of
H, while above 4 T both of them increase with H. This kind
of dependence of �MT and ��T on H indicates that the nature
of FM transition changes at around 4 T.17 To describe this
change more precisely, we have plotted the H dependence of
thermal hysteresis width ��T�, calculated from M�T� and
��T� curves �Fig. 2�a��. The value of �T is about 4 K at H
=0, and it decreases continuously with increasing field and
becomes zero above H=4 T. This indicates that Hcr=4 T is
a critical field at which the first-order FM transition becomes
a crossover. For understanding the nature of magnetic phase
transition in manganites, thermopower is also a sensitive tool
as it is directly related to the specific heat �C� of charge
carriers via C�TdQ /dT.18 In Fig. 2�b�, we have plotted
TdQ /dT as a function of T for different H. The shape and
width of TdQ /dT peak for H=0 and 2 T are consistent with
the first-order phase transition for which there would be a
sharp symmetric peak �latent heat�, but the �-like peak cor-
responding to H=7 T is similar to a second-order transition.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Temperature dependence of �a� resistivity
���, �b� magnetization �M�, and �c� thermopower �Q� of
Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 single crystal for different magnetic fields.
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The data for H=0 and 2 T can be fitted well by a Lorentzian
function as shown in Fig. 2�b�. However, the peak corre-
sponding to H=7 T cannot be fitted by the Lorentzian func-
tion because of its asymmetric nature �inset of Fig. 2�b��.
Thus, the field dependences of the nature of FM transition
described by using magnetization, resistivity, and ther-
mopower data are consistent with each other.

Figure 3�a� shows a series of isotherms of magnetization
M�H� for some selected temperatures above TC ��110 K at
H=0�. Initially M increases linearly with H up to a transition
field above which it suffers a steplike jump. Earlier studies
established that the field-induced metamagnetic transition
from PM to FM state in this system is due to the formation of
inhomogeneous metastable state in the presence of quenched
disorder.4 Such a steplike jump in M and the hysteresis be-
tween increasing and decreasing field are the manifestation
of first-order PM-FM phase transition as observed in
MnAs.19 With increasing temperature, the sharpness of the
jump as well as the width of the hysteresis in M�H� decrease.
In Fig. 3�b�, the magnetoresistance ���H� /��0�� for
Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 crystal is also shown. It is clear from the
figure that at low fields, the change in magnetoresistance is

steep along with hysteresis. Similar to � and M, Q also
shows a field-induced steplike jump which disappears at high
temperatures �Fig. 3�c��. The field dependences of M, �, and
Q isotherms suggest that the field-induced first-order PM-FM
transition weakens with increasing temperature.

As susceptibility is very sensitive to thermodynamic
phase transition, we have plotted the differential susceptibil-
ity �dM /dH� as a function of field for various temperatures
�inset of Fig. 4�a��. A clear peak has been observed in each
dM /dH vs H curve, which is the indication of PM–FM phase
transition with the application of H. The sharpness of the
metamagnetic transition can be determined from the width of
the peak of dM /dH vs H curve. The full width at half maxi-
mum ��MH� of dM /dH vs H curve as a function of tempera-
ture is shown in Fig. 4�a�. �MH is almost independent of H
below �160 K, but above that it increases rapidly with H.
The width of the hysteresis ��H� in M�H� between increas-
ing and decreasing field is about 0.6 T at 120 K, which
decreases with increasing temperature and disappears above
a critical temperature, Tcr=160 K �Fig. 4�b��. Thus, from
different perspectives we have shown that �Hcr�4 T, Tcr
�160 K� is a critical endpoint of first-order FM phase tran-
sition in Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3.

Figure 5�a� shows the temperature dependence of the re-
sistivity of Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 crystal at different applied
pressures up to 2 GPa. The MIT is quite sharp for P=0, and

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Magnetic field dependence of �MT,
��T, and thermal hysteresis width ��T� of resistivity and magneti-
zation. �b� Temperature dependence of TdQ /dT for different fields.
The open symbols correspond to experimental data points, and the
solid lines represent the Lorentzian fitting. Inset shows the asym-
metric nature of the peak of TdQ /dT at H=7 T.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Magnetization �M�, �b� resistivity ���,
and �c� thermopower �Q� of Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 single crystal as a
function of magnetic field �H� at different constant temperatures.
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the sharpness does not decrease appreciably up to the highest
pressure 2 GPa. The application of pressure decreases � and
shifts TC toward the higher temperature at the rate of
�19 K /GPa �Fig. 5�b��. Similar to resistivity, the real part
of ac susceptibility ��� also shows a sharp drop at TC �inset
of Fig. 5�b��. It is evident from Fig. 5�a� that � shows strong
thermal hysteresis. With increasing pressure, the width of the
thermal hysteresis gradually decreases and the two phase
transition lines, corresponding to the heating and cooling
cycles, merge to one another at a critical pressure, Pcr
=2.5 GPa and the corresponding Tcr is �160 K �Fig. 5�b��.
This implies that the nature of FM transition in
Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 changes from first to second order at a
critical point �Pcr�2.5 GPa, Tcr�160 K�. Figures 5�c�
and 5�d� show the pressure dependence of � and � for dif-
ferent temperatures below Tcr. As pressure increases, �
shows a sharp drop �almost 3 orders of magnitude� while �
suffers a steplike jump. The sharp change in � and � indicate
the first-order nature of PM to FM transition. Thus the exter-
nal pressure affects the transport and magnetic properties of
the present system in a way which is quite similar to that of
applied magnetic field and changes the nature of FM transi-
tion at the critical point.

Besides the external perturbations like magnetic field and
pressure, we have also investigated the effect of internal per-
turbation, originated due to the substitution of Nd at Sm site,
on the nature of the FM transition of Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3. As
the ionic size of Nd is larger than Sm, substitution of Nd at
Sm site increases internal chemical pressure of the system.
Figure 6�a� shows the temperature dependence of resistivity
and magnetization of �Sm1−yNdy�0.52Sr0.48MnO3 single crys-
tals for different y. All the ��T� curves exhibit MIT at differ-
ent temperatures similar to that observed in the case of T
dependence of � at different H and P. Both ��T� and M�T�
curves exhibit large thermal hysteresis. With increasing y,
resistivity decreases and TC �taken as the temperature at
which M and � just start to increase� increases almost lin-
early. One can also observe that the thermal hysteresis width,
�T, becomes narrower and the discontinuity in ��T� at TC
diminishes with increasing y. If both TC and �T continue to
change in the same fashion then the hysteresis would vanish
just above y=0.4 and the corresponding TC would be

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Temperature dependence of �MH. In-
set: differential susceptibility �dM /dH� as a function of H for some
selected temperatures. �b� Temperature dependence of the width of
the hysteresis ��H� of resistivity and magnetization between in-
creasing and decreasing fields.

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Temperature dependence of resistivity
��� of Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 single crystal at different hydrostatic pres-
sures �P�. �b� Pressure dependence of TC. Closed and open symbols
are the transition temperatures for the heating and cooling cycles,
respectively. Inset: temperature dependence of ac susceptibility ���
for different pressures. P dependence of �c� � and �d� � at different
constant temperatures.

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Temperature dependence of resistivity
��� of �Sm1−yNdy�0.52Sr0.48MnO3 single crystals with y=0, 0.1, 0.2,
and 0.3. Inset: T dependence of magnetization �M� at H=500 Oe
for y=0, 0.1, and 0.2. �b� y dependence of TC �for cooling cycle�.
�c� y dependence of the width of the thermal hysteresis ��T� of �
and M.
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�175 K �Figs. 6�b� and 6�c��. This behavior indicates that
the first-order FM transition in Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 changes to
second order with Nd doping above a critical point �ycr
�0.4, Tcr�175 K�. In this context we would like to men-
tion that the effects of external H and P on the nature of FM
transition for different y below ycr have also been examined.
Similar behavior is observed as in the case of y=0 sample,
i.e., first-order FM transition truncates at the critical point.
However, the values of Hcr and Pcr decrease monotonically
with increasing y.

The magnetic phase diagram in terms of the evolution of
TC as functions of different perturbations �H, P, and y�, nor-
malized with respect to their critical values �Hcr, Pcr and ycr�,
is shown in Fig. 7�a�. With the decrease in the strength of
perturbations, the phase transition curve splits into two lines:
one of them corresponds to the FM to PM phase transition,
which occurs on heating, while the other corresponds to the
inverse transition from PM to FM phase that occurs on cool-
ing. In the shaded region, the magnetic state of the system is
determined by the way through which the sample arrives at
this region, i.e., by the increase or decrease in temperature.
This confirms that the system has the critical endpoint at
which first-order FM transition becomes second order or
crossover under the influence of both external and internal
perturbations. The change in the magnetic phase transition
with the variation in different parameters can be explained
on the basis of the formation of polarons—charge carriers
accompanied by a localized distortion of the surrounding
crystal lattice.9,20–22 The possibility for the existence of po-

larons comes from the activated semiconductorlike behavior
of � ���exp�Eg /kT�, where Eg is the activation energy�
above TC. To fully understand more, we have plotted � as a
function of M for different H and T and found that �, just
below TC, is related to M through the phenomenological re-
lation ��H ,T�=�m exp�−M�H ,T� /M0�, where �m and M0 are
constants �inset of Fig. 7�b��.21 This �-M correlation suggests
that the polaronic hopping is the prevalent conduction
mechanism below TC. For temperatures above TC, where FM
fluctuation is not observed and the system is in PM state
�M �H�, � and M are no longer related by the above relation.
The existence of polarons can also be detected from the com-
bination of lattice parameters, magnetic susceptibility, and
neutron-scattering measurements.22 The sharp volume con-
traction as the temperature is lowered to TC, the large
neutron-scattering intensity, and the deviation of susceptibil-
ity from the Curie-Weiss behavior just above TC have been
observed in Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3.23,24 All these features can be
interpreted coherently by assuming that the observed lattice
distortions and magnetic clusters are caused by the same
entity—the polaron.22 When these polarons form, self-
trapping becomes more evident and drives the material to-
ward a first-order phase transition. For understanding the role
of H, P, and y on the formation of polarons, we have calcu-
lated Eg from the slope of ln��� vs 1 /T curve. In Fig. 7�b�, Eg
is plotted as functions of H, P, and y. At ambient condition,
the value of Eg is 102 meV. As the strength of these pertur-
bations increases, Eg decreases monotonically. This behavior
indicates that magnetic field, pressure, and substitution of Nd
suppress the formation of polaronic state and increase the
bandwidth of the system, and as a consequence first-order
FM-PM transition becomes second order or crossover in
nature.20

It is evident from Fig. 7�a� that the magnetic phase dia-
gram strongly depends on the nature of the applied perturba-
tion. Both of the external perturbations H and P give rise to
the nearly identical phase diagram but it differs if the pertur-
bation is internal. This may be better understood by compar-
ing the value of external pressure with the internal pressure
�Pint�, arising due to the substitution of Nd. It has been
shown that by varying the average ionic radius by ��rA�, Pint
can be varied by an amount �Pint=��rA� /�, where the scal-
ing factor � is 3.7	10−3 Å /GPa.11 The value of Pint at ycr
=0.4 where the FM transition changes from first-order to
second order is 1.6 GPa. This is quite different from the
external pressure �Pcr=2.5 GPa� at which the order of the
FM transition changes. Had TC enhancement been solely due
to the increase in average ionic radius �rA�, one would expect
that TC should be 140 K instead of 175 K for y=0.4. It
follows that the scaling relation which is applicable for sev-
eral manganites fails in the present system.25 This discrep-
ancy can be explained by taking into account the role of
A-site size variance ��2�. In manganites, both �rA� and �2 are
crucial factors in determining TC; TC increases with the de-
creases in �2 �Ref. 8�. When Nd is substituted at Sm site,
�rA� increases and �2 decreases. For y=0.4, �rA� increases by
only �0.5% whereas �2 decreases by �10%.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the nature of FM to PM phase transition in
Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 single crystal has been studied by trans-

FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� Magnetic phase diagram of
Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3: TC as functions of H, P, and y, normalized with
respect to their critical values. �b� H, P, and y dependence of the
activation energy �Eg�. Inset: ��H ,T� vs M�H ,T� of
Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 for various T ranging from 90 to 150 K in 5 K
interval. At each T, points are included for H=0.05, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0,
and 4.0 T. The solid line is a linear fit to the data.
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port and magnetic measurements. At ambient condition, the
sharp change in resistivity, thermopower, and magnetization
at TC, along with thermal hysteresis, clearly indicates that the
nature of FM transition in Sm0.52Sr0.48MnO3 is first order.
External magnetic field, pressure, and substitution of Nd at
Sm site increase TC, reduce the tendency of polaron forma-

tion, and thus change the FM transition to second order in
nature or it becomes a crossover at the critical points. We
have identified the location of three such critical points ex-
pressed in terms of H, P, and y and are given by �Hcr
�4 T, Tcr�160 K�, �Pcr�2.5 GPa, Tcr�160 K�, and
�ycr�0.4, Tcr�175 K�.
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